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Room guide to
The Escape The R

Created January 2021
and almost certainly outdated
within a month

answering the question:
!

!

"Hi I've never played an online escape room before,
what do you recommend?"

This is just a small*, arbitrary
selection of frequently
recommended games, purely as a
starting point - there are many other
excellent games to discover!**

I want to play a
different game every
night for a month and
they all have to be
from the same
company

!

THE PANIC ROOM
and their truly vast range
of escape books, online
games, print 'n' play,
puzzle cards, ...

!

!

🗣

I'm happy for you and
definitely not jealous
at all. Maybe you'd like
to do a play-fromhome game anyway.

Actually, I live in a
place where the
escape rooms are
open!

*no really, there are so many more
that could be included here
**please don't hate me for not
mentioning your game

I want a game that I can
play at my convenience
with no live host

I want a game with a live host
and a fixed timeslot

OR

and its many

Escape Books

Any of the
books from
THE PANIC
ROOM

"Online"? No, I
want something
physical, and I'm
prepared to wait
for it to arrive

NOMIS
PIY

...suitable for children
Actually what I really
need is some ideas
for affordable
home decor

Digital conversions of real rooms!
CATCH 22
ENIGMA ROOMS WAKEFIELD
ESCAPE ROOM LA
FUZZY LOGIC
HELP US ESCAPE
LAKES ESCAPES

I want something I can
play now now NOW!

I want to play a
real physical room!
(Yes, don't we all.)

I have a printer

I do not have a printer

Box games

Remote Avatar games

Subscription games

Um, a one night
thing is fine
for now...

CLUEBOX

SOLVE
OUR
SHIRTS

Did I say 'box'?
I meant 't-shirt'

WITCHERY
SPELL

No-one ever got fired
for buying IBM

ESCAPE TALES

I need a bit more
guidance here

TBH, the most
important thing is
that it's free
(or very cheap)

DISAPPEARING
DIAMOND

Just tell me what's
top of the ratings

LOST
TEMPLE

UNLOCK!

BOX ONE

*pint not included

PUZZLED
PINT

MYSTERIOUS MAP
HEIST

Atmosphere and
story please
Forget story, just give
me puzzles, and lots
of them!

Super cute
characters!
ESCAPE
TEAM

Come for the game,
stay for the podcast

Mr Q beat Mickey to the
'Best Mouse' award again

I'm a big fan of:

Top choice for
practising Wiccans?

CLUEQUEST

Papercraft

Where are you?

MEDOGAN

THE
PYRAMID
Insert joke
about triangle
numbers here

Web page,
password, repeat
Anything by
CLUE CRACKER
ELGIN ESCAPE
GET LOST
HYSTERIA

*this part of the chart

I'm just going to pick
whatever's top of the
rating list

wormhole

CODEBREAKERS

Something by
DEADLOCKED

ASSASSIN
ARTIST

PLAYGROUND

...something
super pretty?

RUINS:
FORBIDDEN
TREASURE

...something to
play with kids?

SEVEN
DWARFS

...something that'll make
you laugh?
Doesn't contain any
cars or fax machines

I have a small collection of
mini UV torches thanks to
buying their back issues

*arguing

TOGETHER
APART

WITCH'S
FOREST

CARFAX
"THE
HUNTER"

HUNT FOR
THE
CRIMSON
FANG

Liam, nooo!!

EXORCIST
&
THE BEAST

...vampires, or maybe
werewolves

EVIL
DEAD 2

My blood pressure
is fine thanks. What
do you mean, 'not
for long'?

Wait, did someone
say 'cats'? Gimme the
cat game!!

DR
CRUMB'S
SCHOOL

Everybody I know
owns a VR headset

THE
VERDICT

BEFORE
MOONRISE
YURI
KOBLENKO

INQUEST

Unwanted
red
herring

I'm all about the
avatar interaction

ORION'S
RIDICULOUS
REVENGE

The justice system
needs a lot of
help these days

Groovy!

CYPHSTRESS

Beer

Dry January is over,
thank god

SWAMP
MOTEL

I like a challenge

MYSTIC
RUINS

HORROR
HOTEL

See also: internet
videos of kittens!

AGENT
VENTURE

ALIEN
RESEARCH
FACILITY

READY
MAYOR
ONE

TRUTH
ABOUT
EDITH

HARDIN
HOUSE
MYSTERY

SQUONKLAND

VIRTUAL
X-CAPER

FLO
MINGO

Pick one:

Moustaches
This is for bonding*
as a couple

NEVERLAND

I do believe
in fairies!

TRAPPED
PUZZLE
ROOMS
A one-man-band of
improvised accents

Home-made =
awesome

else by Fuzzy Logic

...Satanic forces
ALONE
TOGETHER

THE
LOCKED
ROOM

or pretty much anything

(but not the teen romance sort)

Somewhere else

ESCAPE
THE CRATE

Actually, maybe
something a bit
gentler on the wallet

VANISHING
ACT

...something
wholesome good fun?

I want to go up
against...

COCKTAILS,
SPIES &
MURDER

Tabletop role-play is
great but it needs
more puzzle-solving

SHOWDOWN

I'm an armchair
detective and the
internet is my
hunting ground

There should at least
be a picture of a
room, right?

YOUESCAPE

may age badly

English version
forthcoming soon

...something ingeniously
inventive / different?

Probably the latter.

OLDERVIK
SERIES

DEADBOLT
MYSTERY
SOCIETY

SLEUTH
KINGS

What's the grapevine
excited about?*

Yes, but which game?

North America

...but I'm resigned to high
shipping costs and slow
delivery times

I can no longer tell if
this is part of the
game or if I've
accidentally hacked
the CIA

My regards to
Lord Summerisle

QR codes

DETECTIVE
SOCIETY

PROFOCTOR
PREDICAMENT

Self-contained
puzzle experience

MARVO
ARCHIVES

ESC THE
GAME
B.R.U.C.E.

DASH
CRYPTOGRAM
PUZZLE POST

PALACE
OF
DESTINY
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DOCTOR
ESKER

EDAQA

'All afternoon' may be
an understatement

I like ciphers
THE
NETWORK

Kind of like a
computer game, but
with lots of puzzles

...still too many,
give me some
specific suggestions

Plus, y'know, literally
hundreds of other cool
online immersive shows

How about...

Let's go all in on
presentation
aesthetics, please

The UK

Something that we
can spend all
afternoon playing

Something
quick

A LOST
MEMORY
WISH YOU
WERE
HERE

▪ TERPECA winners

WRECK
HAVOC

ADRIAN ROOK

...there are way
too many, give me
some specific
suggestions

What game style do
you like?

WEREWOLF
EXPERIMENT

WORLD
DOMINATION
available from
Claustrophobia,
Tulleys, Puzzle
Punks, ...

see also:

▪ Live Video Escape Rooms

CURIOUS
ELEVATOR
/ STAIRS

Neil Patrick Harris!
OMG NPH OMG!!

Actor / Audio games

▪ EscapeRoomers.de ranking list
▪ TERPECA winners

Like, an actual box.
Made of wood.

EMERALD
FLAME

see also:

Digital Online games

Print 'n' Play games

How do you feel about
commitment?

wormhole

Forget the
puzzles, I want to
be immersed like a
fish in water

Err, something halfway
between the two?

...TBH it
doesn't really
need to be an
escape room

Ask companies if they
can support big groups;
also see
REASON
and this list of
REA suggestions

...by proxy!

and

EXIT

Room? We don't
need a room, we
have the whole
internet!

Who needs a
room when you
have a vivid
imagination?

Some with hosts, some without

Enigmatically arrow-free

flatpak

I'm looking for a
steady long-term
relationship

RUSTY
LAKE

Did I mention
there are 15+ of
us??

many imitators

MAD HACKER /
LAST DRAGON

THE
ROOM

(usually pricier, often more immersive)

JOURNAL
29

...a traditional sort of
escape game

HOUSE OF
DA VINCI

I just want
a computer game.
Full of puzzles,
naturally.

I like my books
to be...
...full of tricky
a-ha puzzles

I EXPECT
YOU TO
DIE

And so many thousands of others!

!

Having my brain melt like an
ice cream on a hot day
Yeah, that puzzle.

MOVEMBER
INSIDERS

...someone who makes
chest hair and a corset
look like a winning
combination
...an
anthropomorphic
chicken

MISS
JEZEBEL

Of course we're going
to play in costume.
Doesn't everyone??
PROJECT
AVATAR:
STALKER

I wanna be left
wondering what on
earth I just saw
Thank you,
Utya Duck

SAVE
KING'S
LANDING

I want a game where I
drive an RC car round

Now you're just
being silly.
That's not a
thing.

a real-life basement,

Maybe Westeros should
just try democracy.

solving puzzles and
dodging real-life cats,
over the internet

#searchwin!

CATBOT

Wanna bet?
I predict more people click on
this one than any of the others.
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